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Momentum correlations in the quantum critical regime of the Mott transition
Many-body quantum states and dynamics can in principle be characterized by measuring all correlation functions
between individual quantum particles. In practice, accessing correlations at the single particle level turns out difficult
and only a few platforms – ions, superconducting qbits or quantum gases – offer this possibility. In our lab, we are
pursuing this line of research with an original approach consisting in measuring correlations between individual atoms
in the momentum (velocity) space. To do so, we have built a dedicated apparatus that produces Bose-Einstein
condensates of metastable Helium atoms [1]. Our detection method is based on the special properties of metastable
Helium atoms: the large internal energy (20 eV) stored in the metastable state allows for reconstructing the threedimensional momentum coordinates of individual atoms [2]. This unique probe allows us to investigate interacting
quantum gases, as illustrated by our work on the quantum depletion [3].
By loading atoms into a 3D optical lattice, a standing light wave along the 3 directions of space, one creates a periodic
potential for the atoms and, effectively realizes a crystal of light for the quantum gas. This is the starting point to
implement a series of many-body Hamiltonians inspired by solid-state physics. Doing so, we have investigated the
Bose-Hubbard phase diagram in momentum space, from the superfluid-to-normal phase transition [4] to the quantum
phase transition towards the Mott insulator [in preparation].
During the internship, the candidate will investigate the quantum critical regime of the Mott transition, where twoparticle correlations are expected in the momentum space but there has been no direct observation reported so far.
These correlations (two particles with opposite momenta) originate from the quantum depletion in the superfluid state
and particle-hole excitations in the Mott state. The candidate will also be offered the possibility to work with onedimensional gases to measure the celebrated contact of 1D bosons. In collaboration with theory colleagues we have
characterized the contact in different regimes of interaction and temperature [5]. The experimental testing of these
predictions on our apparatus should be rather straightforward.
The apparatus is running with the bosonic species Helium-4 but we are currently building the lasers to cool the
fermionic species Helium-3. Being able to load fermions into the 3D lattice will open novel and fascinating scientific
perspectives. This new direction will be at the center of a PhD thesis following the internship.
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